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Choose the perfect tattoo and get it
done for free
Have you ever toyed with the idea of getting a tattoo? If you’ve
seen the tattoos churned out by seedy tattoo parlours in dingy
alleyways, then probably not. But catch a glimpse of a truly
breathtaking tattoo, vibrancy streaming out in pulses of radiant
energy, and you’ll certainly want one of your own!
However, creating a tattoo that powerful involves a special
partnership between client and artist. The client needs to find an
image that symbolizes a very personal emotion or idea, and the
artist needs to call upon skill and experience to transform that
image into a tattoo. Only with both these elements of emotion
and skill can a tattoo come to life!
Talisman, Chennai’s premier tattoo boutique, is in the business of
bringing tattoos to life. Its artists – Amar and Nisha – have worked
on over 7000 tattoos and have learnt true tattoo technique from
Thai masters with decades of experience in the art. This makes
them Chennai’s first professional tattoo artists. Add to this the
strict hygiene norms they employ at the boutique, and their
quality, imported tattoo equipment, and it’s clear why Talisman is
poised to redefine tattooing in Chennai.
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Now Talisman encourages you to play your role in bringing tattoos
to life: share a unique idea for a tattoo and get that tattoo done at
a discount. The more meaningful the idea, the bigger your
discount! First prize is a free tattoo; second prize is 50% off on
your tattoo; and third prize is 25% off. For everyone else, an idea
original enough will get you a 10% discount on your tattoo.
Email your entries (the image you want tattooed, along with 3 or 4
lines explaining the relevance of the image) to
nisha@talismantattoos.in by 4 June 2010, and find out the results
on 6 June 2010 on www.talismantattoos.in. Call Nisha at +91#####-###76 for clarifications.

